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Abstract 
A theory of inexact Newton methods with secant preconditioners for solving large nonlinear systems of equations has 
been developed recently by Martinez (Math. Comput., 1993). According to this theory, local and superlinear convergence 
with bounded work per iteration of the inexact Newton method is obtained if the first trial increment at each iteration is 
a suitable quasi-Newton step computed using least-change s cant-update procedures. The Jacobian approximation is 
interpreted as a preconditioner of the iterative linear method. In this paper, we extend the theory in two ways. On the one 
hand, since in many iterative methods the true residual is not computed but the preconditioned residual is, we show how 
to stop the linear iteration using the preconditioned residual instead of the original one. On the other hand, we introduce 
damping parameters that modify the usual unitary secant step. Two natural damping parameters are introduced, one of 
them tries to reduce the true residual and the other one tries to reduce the preconditioned residual. We prove that the 
main results of the theory of secant preconditioners hold under these modifications. 
Keywords: Nonlinear systems; Inexact Newton method, Secant method; Quasi-Newton methods 
1. Introduction 
Newton's method is the most popular algorithm for solving differentiable systems of nonlinear 
equations 
F(x )  = 0, (1.1) 
where F : R" ~ R ". We denote J (x) = F'(x); see [28, 6, 29, 31 ], etc. At each iteration of this method 
we solve the linear system 
J (Xk)Sk = -- F(Xk)  (1.2) 
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and we define 
Xk+ 1 = Xk  -~- Sk" (1.3) 
When n is large and J(Xk) is sparse we can use sparse LU techniques for solving (1.2); see 
[10, 12, 15]. However, when n is very large and the nonzero structure of J(Xk) does not help, LU 
techniques produce a large amount of fill-in and, so, they cannot be used for practical computa- 
tions. In these cases, a good alternative is to use an iterative method for solving the linear system 
(1.2). Conjugate-gradient (CG) type methods are generally preferred for solving this linear system; 
see [16, 30], etc. 
Dembo et al. [3] suggested a criterion for stopping the iterative linear method that has nice 
practical and theoretical properties. An increment Sk is accepted as an approximate solution of (1.2) 
if 
II J(Xk)Sk + F(Xk)II ~ Ok II F(Xk)II, (1.4) 
where 0 < Ok ~< 0 < 1 for all k ~ ~. Under suitable local assumptions, the "inexact Newton" 
method based on (1.3) and (1.4) has local linear convergence. If Ok ~ 0 the convergence is 
superlinear. 
The performance ofCG methods can be improved using preconditioning techniques; ee [ 13]. In 
this case, instead of applying the CG method to (1.2), we apply it to the equivalent preconditioned 
system 
Bk 1 J(Xk)S = -- BR 1F(Xk),  (1.5) 
where Bk 1, the inverse of the preconditioner, should be easy to compute and B k ,~ J(Xk). Some 
authors [25-27] use the BFGS formula (see [6]) for preconditioning the Newton linear system in 
unconstrained minimization problems. 
Martinez [21] proposed to use LCSU (least-change s cant-update) procedures to generate the 
preconditioners Bk at each iteration of the inexact Newton method; see [5,7, 19,20]. Given 
a sequence Ok --, 0 such that 0 < Ok ~< 0 < 1 for all k e N, Martinez's procedure consists of defining, 
at each iteration, 
dk = -- BR 1F(Xk),  (1.6) 
and to accept s k = dk if 
IIJ(xk)dk + f(Xk)ll <<, 0 IIF(Xk)II. (1.7) 
If dk does not satisfy (1.7), Martinez's algorithm chooses a different Sk satisfying (1.4), using any 
iterative linear method. 
Kozakevich et al. [17] used, in practical computations, a first extension of Martinez's algorithm, 
which consists of replacing (1.4) by 
]lnk 1 [J(XR)SR + F(xk)II ~ Ok II B[ 1F(Xk)II. (1.8) 
In this paper we suggest an additional modification. We define s o = 2kdk where 
2k = 2k 1 = argmin I1J(Xk)ftdk "4- F(Xk)II 2 (1.9) 
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or  
2k = 2~ - argmin IIBf11-J(Xk)2dk + F(Xk)] II 2, (1.10) 
;teR 
where I1" II = II • 112. Consequently, the test (1.7) is replaced by 
II J(Xk) s° + F(Xk)II ~< 0 II F(Xk)II . 
Clear ly ,  II J ( xk ) 2~ dk + F ( Xk ) II ~< II F ( x~ ) II and II B# 1 [ J ( Xk ) 2~ dk + F(xk) ]  II ~< II B# 1F(Xk)II. So, 
from a practical point of view, the choice (1.9) for 2k is associated with the stopping criterion (1.4), 
while (1.10) is associated with (1.8). However, the convergence analysis is not affected by these 
natural associations. 
In Section 2 we define the new inexact Newton method with secant preconditioners and we 
prove the main local convergence r sults. In Section 3 we give some examples of potentially useful 
secant preconditioners. Conclusions and lines for future research are given in Section 4. 
2. Main Algorithm 
Let { Ok } be a sequence that converges to 0, 0 < Ok ~< 0 < 1 for all k e [~. Assume that Xo e R" is 
an initial approximation to the solution of (1.1) and B0 e R "×" is an initial nonsingular precondi- 
tioner. Given Xk e R ~ and Bk a nonsingular matrix, the steps for obtaining Xk + 1, k = 0, 1, . . . ,  are the 
following. 
Step 1: Compute dk by (1.6) and s o = 2kdk where 2k e { 1, 21,2~ } and 21,2~ are given by (1.9) and 
(1.10), respectively. 
Step 2: If 
II J (x~)s ° + F(x~)II ~ 0 I1F(xk)II (2.1) 
define sk = s °. Else, find an increment sk satisfying (1.8). 
Step 3: Compute  xk + 1 = xk + sk. 
Local assumptions. Assume that F: I2 c R" --. R n, 12 an open and convex set, F ~ Ca(O), x .  ~ f2, 
J (x . )  nonsingular and F(x.)  = 0. Assume that there exists L/> 0 such that, for all x e f2, 
II J (x )  - J (x , ) l l  ~ Z IIx - x ,  II. (2.2) 
This implies (see l-2]) that, for all x, z e f2, 
II E (z )  - F ix )  - J (x , ) ( z  -- x)ll ~ L tlz - xl l~(x,z) ,  (2.3) 
where 
a(x,z) = max{ IIx - x .  ll, Ilz - x .  II }. (2.4) 
The first theorem shows that the basic local linear convergence theorem holds if one uses the 
stopping criterion (1.8), based on the preconditioned residual. 
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the local assumptions are satisfied and that II Bk II and II nk- 1 II are bounded. 
Let 0 ~ (0, 1). There exists 5 > 0 such that, if II Xo - x,  II ~< 5, the sequence defined by the Main 
Al#orithm converoes to x ,  and satisfies 
II Xk + 1 -- X, II, ~ 0 II Xk -- X, II, (2.5) 
for all k e N, where Ilzll, = IIJ(x,)zll. 
Proof. Let M be a bound of II Bk I1" I1Bk I II. Define Ck = OkM. Clearly, l imk- .  ~ Ck = 0. If (1.8) holds, 
we have that 
II J(X~)Sk + F(Xk)II ~ II n~ II II nk 1 [J(x~)sk + f(Xk)] II 
II nk II Ok II nk 1F(Xk)II 
Ok II nk II II nk 111 II F(Xk)II ~< Ck II F(Xk)I1" 
Let 51>0 be such that B(x , ,51)~{x~f f~n l l l x -x ,  l l~51)cO and IIJ(x)-111~ 
211J(x,) -1 II for all x ~ B(x,,51). 
Let ko e N be such that Ck <~ 0 for all k/> ko. Let us define c = max{O, co,cl, ... ,Cko}. From 
Theorem 2.3 of Dembo et al. [3] we know that there exists 5(0) e (0, 51) such that the desired result 
holds if II Xko - x ,  II ~< e(O). 
Let us prove that there exists e > 0 such that I[ Xko -- X, II ~< e(O) holds whenever 11Xo - x ,  11 ~< 5. 
In fact, from [I J(Xk)Sk + F(Xk)II ~ Ck [I F(Xk)I[, (2.1) and (2.3) we deduce that 
II Sk II ~ II J(Xk)- 1 II (1 + max{ck, 0})II f(Xk)II 
~< 2 ]1J(x,)- 'l[ (1 + e) [ II J(X,)(Xk -- X,)II + Z II Xk -- X, 112]. 
SO, since IlXk+l - -x ,  II ~ Ilskll + I l xk -  X, II, we have that 
IlXk+x -- X, II ~ ~llxk -- X, II, 
where 
fl = 1 + 2 II J(x,) -1 II (1 + c)(llJ(x,)ll + L51). 
Therefore, if we choose e = e(O)/fl k°, we obtain II Xko - -  X, II ~ e(0). This completes the proof. [] 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we strongly used the boundedness of the condition number of II Bk II. 
This hypothesis is necessary since we are not assuming that Bk is a good approximation of J(Xk). 
(Bk is an arbitrary matrix here, rather than a preconditioner.) When Bk approximates J(xk), the 
criterion (1.8) is close to the affine invariant stopping criterion in [32], for which a convergence 
theory, parallel to the one of Dembo et al. exists. If, instead of Theorem 2.3 of Dembo et al. [3], we 
invoke the convergence theorem of Ypma, we see that the size of the convergence neighborhood 
and the speed of convergence depend on the condition number of Bk 1J(Xk). From a technical 
point of view, let us observe that, under very weak assumptions, the use of LCSU preconditioners 
guarantees boundedness of the condition numbers [21]. 
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In the following theorem, we show that superlinear convergence takes place if the precondi- 
tioners satisfy a Dennis-Mor6 condition; see [4]. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that F satisfies the local assumptions, I[Bk II and II Bk-a II are bounded, the 




II [Bk - J(x,)]sk II 
= 0. (2 .6)  
II s~ II 
lim I[Xk+l -- X. II = 0. (2.7) 
k-~o~ II Xk -- X.  11 
Proof. We consider two possibilities: 
(i) There exists ko e N such that for all k i> ko, the increment Sk is computed by (1.8). 
(ii) For all ko e N, there exists k > ko such that Sk = S °. 
If (i) holds, we have that 
II J(Xk)Sk + F(Xk)II <~ t1 nk I1 II nk  1 [J(Xk)Sk + F(Xk)] II 
~< tl nk II 0R II B[  x F(Xk)II 
~< IInk I1 II nk  x II OR II F(Xk)II. 
Thus, the conditions for the superlinear convergence of the inexact Newton method of Dembo et al. 
hold. So, (2.7) is proved in this case. 
Let us assume now that (ii) is true. That is, there exists an infinite set of indices K x such that 
S k = S O for all k e K I .  The  fact that  limk~r, II xk+ 1 - x ,  II/II xk -- x ,  II = 0 follows as in the case (i). 
So, we only need to prove that limk~r, I lXk+~--X,  I I / I lXk- -X,  II =0.  Let us prove first that 
limkErl 2~ = limber, 22 = 1. Observe that 2~ = - ( J(Xk)dk, F(xk))/ I I  J(xk)dk II 2. So, 
2~ = ( J(xk)dk' Bk dk ) _ ( J(Xk)Sk, BkSk ) 
iiJ(Xk)dkll 2 - IiJ(Xk)Skll 2 
/(B_k--J(xk)_)Sk. J(Xk)Sk ) 
= 1 + \ IIJ(xk)Skll ' [ I J(xk)Skll," 
(2.8) 
Now, I] J ( xk )sk II >1 ]l Sk ]l/I] J ( xk)-  1 II . Since J ( x .  ) is nonsingular, the convergence of {Xk} implies 
that there exist fl >0 ,  ko ~ N such that lIJ(Xk)Skll >1 [31]Skll for all k/> ko. So, by (2.6), the second 
term of the right-hand side of (2.8) tends to zero. Therefore 2~ ~ 1. 
Let us analyze the behavior of 22. By the boundedness of ]l B~- x ]1 we have that 
[Bk Sk lim [ I - -Bk l J (Xk) ]  ~< lim IlBk~ll --J(Xk)],-i'T-7 =0.  (2.9) 
k~oo k~oo Ilnkll 
Therefore, 
lim II n~ XJ(xk)s~ l} = 1. (2.10) 
k--~ II s~ II 
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Now, observe that 
22 = ( Bk 1J(Xk)Sk/II Sk II, Sk/il Sk II 
II nk XJ(Xk)Sk/II Sk II II 2 (2.11) 
By (2.10), the denominator f(2.11) tends to 1. Let us prove that the numerator also tends to 1. In 
fact, by (2.9), 
( Sk Sk I _1 t= (Bk~J(Xk)Sk--Sk Sk I 
B~ 1J(Xk) II Sk 17 '11Sk II II Sk II '11SR II
~< II [I -- BE X J(Xk)]Sk/ II Sk II II 
and, by (2.9), the last quantity tends to zero. This completes the proof that limk-.~o 2k ~ = 
limk-.~o 22 = 1. TO prove that limk~r, IIXk+ X -- X. II/11Xk -- X. II = 0 we repeat he steps of the proof 
of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 of Dennis and Mor6 [4], using that limk-.~ 2k = 1. [] 
In the following theorem we prove that, when the preconditioners satisfy a Dennis-Mor~ 
condition, not only the convergence is superlinear, but also we can guarantee that, for k large 
enough, the quasi-Newton step -2kBklF(Xk) will satisfy the preconditioned Dembo-Eisen- 
stat-Steihaug criterion. So, increasing accuracy in the resolution of the linear system will not be 
necessary. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that F satisfies the local assumptions and that the sequence {Xk } generated by 
the Main Algorithm converges to x,.  Assume that the Dennis-Moth condition (2.6) is satisfied and 
that II Bk II and II BR 1 II are bounded. Then, there exists ko ~ N such that SR = s° for all k >i ko and the 
convergence is superlinear. 
Proof. Using the same arguments of Theorem 2.3 of Martinez 1-21] we prove that 
lim II J(xk)dk + F(Xk)II = 0. 
k~ ~ II F(Xk)II 
Since 2k ~ 1, this implies, by (2.2) and the nonsingularity of J(x.),  
lim II J(Xk)S ° + F(Xk)I1 = 0. 
k-.~ IIF(Xk)ll 
Therefore, there exists ko e N such that the test (2.1) is satisfied for all k i> ko. This completes the 
proof. [] 
Since the Dennis-Mor6 condition is a theoretical assumption, it needs to be replaced by more 
practical conditions. This is made in the following two theorems. Briefly speaking, we prove that 
local superlinear convergence and bounded work per iteration take place if the preconditioners 
satisfy the classical secant equation and the difference between two consecutive preconditioners 
tend to zero. 
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose that F satisfies the local assumptions, { Xk } converges to x , ,  IL Bk II and II Bk I[I 
are bounded, limk-.~ II Bk ÷ 1 - Bk II -- 0 and 
lim II [ Bk+ 1 -- J(X,)]Sk II = O. (2.12) 
k-. o~ II Sk II 
Then, the convergence is superlinear and there exists ko ~ [~ such that Sk = S o for all k >1 ko. 
Proof. It follows from (2.12) and [Ink+~ -- Bkl[ ~ O, using Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. [] 
Theorem 2.5. Assume that F satisfies the local assumptions and that II Bk 11 and [[ Bk i II are bounded. 
Then there exists e > 0 such that {Xk} converges to x ,  whenever I l xo -  x,  II <~ ~. If, in addition, 
limk-.o~ II nk ÷ l - Bk II -- 0 and the secant equation 
Bk+ l Sk = Yk = F(Xk+ 1) -- F(Xk) (2.13) 
holds for all k ~ [~, the convergence is superlinear and there exists ko ~ N such that Sk = S o for all 
k~ko .  
Proof. The convergence of {Xk} follows from Theorem 2.1. From Xk ~ X,, (2.3) and (2.13), we 
deduce (2.12). So, the desired result is a consequence of Theorem 2.4. [] 
3. Some particular methods 
Martinez [21] proved that the conditions on the boundedness of IlBkll and I lBk xll and 
II Bk÷l -Bk  II --' 0 can be achieved if we generate the Bk'S using least-change secant-update 
formulae. Our preference is to choose 
or  
Bk = C(Xk) + Ak (3.1) 
Bk 1 = C(Xk)- 1 At - Ak (3.2) 
in such a way that C(x) is a natural preconditioner of J (x)  and Ak is a low rank matrix such that 
(2.13) is satisfied. We will mention here some formulae of type (3.1) and (3.2). The first two are 
LCSU formulae and the last two are not. 
3.1. Structured "Broyden-good" formula 
Let us define 
Y~ = Yk - -  C (Xk+ 1)Sk  • (3.3) 
We define 
(y~' - Aks~)s~ 
Ak+l = Ak + S~Sk (3.4) 
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and 
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Bk+l = C(Xk+x) + Ak+l (3.5) 
for all k 6 ~. By (3.3)-(3.5), the secant equation is satisfied, So, these are secant preconditioners of 
type (3.1). Defining 
llk = (y~ -- AkSk)/S~Sk, (3.6) 
we have that AR + 1 = UoS'~ -k- "" q- Uk sT for all k ~ [~. So, 
Bk + I = C ( Xk + I ) + UoS~ + "" + UkS'~. 
Define Uk = (Uo . . . . .  Uk), SR = (So,. . . ,  Sk). SO, 
Bk+x = C(Xk+I) + UkSVk. (3.7) 
By the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [13, p. 51], we have that 
BEl l  = C(Xk+ 1 ) -  1 __ C(Xk + 1 ) -  1 Uk( l  .~_ sT C(xk  + 1 ) -  1 Sk ) -  1 ST C(Xk+ 1)- 1. (3.8) 
By (3.8), the products Bk-+~l v are cheap to compute, if k is not large. However, since memory 
requirements grow with k, a restart procedure is necessary. A natural idea should be to restart with 
Bk+I = C(XR+ 1) if k + 1 multiple of a fixed integer m. However, in this way the secant equation 
would not hold at this iteration. Therefore, when k + 1 -= 0(modm) we prefer to redefine A, = 0 
and to compute Ak + 1, B, + a using (3.3)-(3.7). Similar procedure is adopted for restarts when using 
the following formulae. 
3.2. Structured "Broyden-bad" formula 
We define 
s~ = Sk -- C(Xk+ 1)- lyk, (3.9) 
(S~ -- Aky,)y~ 
Ak+l = Ak + Y[Yk (3.10) 
and 
Bk l l  = C(Xk+ l) -1 "21- Ak+ 1 (3.11) 
for all k ~ •. Then, defining UR = (S~ --AkYk)/Y~YR, UR = (Uo, ... ,Uk), Yk = (Yo, ... ,YR), we have 
that 
B~+~I = C( XR + I ) -1 "~- Uk Y~. (3.12) 
3.3. Structured "column-updating" formula 
This formula was motivated by the nice properties exhibited by the "column-updating" method 
in practical computations; ee [18, 22, 14]. The idea is that AR + 1 should differ from AR in only one 
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column. So, we define, instead of (3.4), 
Ak÷ 1 = Ak + (y~ --  AkSk)e~Tk (3.13) 
T ejk Sk 
where le~kskl = II Sk II o0. The implementation f this formula follows as in (3.5)-(3.7). 
3.4. Structured ' 'inverse column-updating' 'formula 
This formula is motivated by the inverse column-updating method introduced by Martinez and 
Zambaldi [24]. Instead of (3.10), we define 
(s~ - AkYk)e~k 
Ak + 1 = Ak + 
e~ky k 
where T le~kYk[ = Ilykll~. Then Bk+11 is defined as in (3.11)-(3.12). 
4. Final remarks 
In the implementation f inexact Newton methods for solving nonlinear systems we need to 
choose an iterative linear solver for (1.2). An appealing idea, when one uses secant preconditioners, 
is to use the secant method associated with the preconditioner asiterative linear method. Since the 
"first iteration" associated with (1.9) and (1.10) is a damped linear iteration, the analysis of damped 
secant methods for linear systems is important. Deuflhard et al. [9] have analyzed the behavior of 
damped "Broyden good" and "Broyden bad" methods for solving systems of linear equations; ee 
[1]. In particular, they showed that Broyden's good method, with the damping parameter that 
corresponds toformula (1.10) of this paper, is many times superior to GMRES, when applied to the 
resolution of systems that come from fine discretizations of partial differential equations. The 
reason for this superiority is that the preconditioned residual tends to approach the error more 
closely than the residual norm. Deuflhard [8] also used Broyden's good method as iterative linear 
solver in his implementation f an inexact Newton method with affine invariancy properties. Their 
results suggest that, when we use the structured Broyden good formula to generate the precondi- 
tioners, and (1.10) as damping parameter, it is natural to use Broyden's good method to solve the 
Newtonian linear systems, instead of a CG method. A different implementation a d convergence 
analysis of damped secant methods for linear systems was given in [23]. Needless to say, the 
structured Broyden's good method is equivalent to Broyden's good method for linear systems. 
Ypma [32] also looked at the inexact Newton method from the affine invariant point of view. 
The results presented in this paper are of local nature. Global modifications of the inexact 
Newton method, based on the minimization of the residual norm, have been analyzed in [ 11]. They 
show that any step satisfying (1.4) is a descent direction for II F(x) l l  2, and that a backtracking 
procedure along this direction gives rise to a globally convergent algorithm. We can easily adapt 
their procedure to our case, when we use (1.4) and (1.9). In particular, we think that, when we 
globalize the method using (1.9), the probability of accepting the first step (without backtracking) 
increases. The situation is not so clear when we use (1.8) or (1.10). 
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